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Technique 
Technique is important to play any instrument proficiently and effectively. Without 
correct technique, you will be limited as to what you can play on your instrument. This 
is especially true when it comes to playing the drums because not only is it as 
challenging as other instruments, it’s also the most physical.  Like a sport, proper 
technique is a must to execute as efficiently as possible, otherwise physical injury can 
occur. 


So, how do you avoid this? That’s simple - by using your bodies natural mechanics and 
movements combined with physics to your advantage!  In this section, we will be 
diving into drum technique to make sure your playing to your optimal ability in the most 
efficient way. Before we begin discussing technique, let’s first talk about the two most 
common grips - Traditional and matched grip. 


Traditional Grip - Used during the Revolutionary Period since drums were carried 
across body during battle. This caused the drum to sit at an angle, making it 
difficult to play in “matched position" 
• Right hand is ABOVE the stick, which is held 

primarily between thumb and index fingers. The rest 
of the fingers are wrapped around the stick, and the 
back of the hand is completely flat.  Player moves 
their wrist up and down to play a drum stroke.


• Left hand is UNDER the stick, which is held in place 
by resting in the crevice between the thumb and 
index finger and on the tip of the ring finger.  Player 
turns their wrist side to side to play a drum stroke. 





Matched Grip - Most common grip today due to its 
efficiency and ability to develop quicker than 
traditional grip. 
• Both Right and Left hand are ABOVE the stick, 

which is held primarily between thumb and index 
fingers. The remaining fingers are wrapped around 
the stick, allowing it to move freely and rebound 
back after striking a drum. 


Illustration by Steven Noble



After reading the two brief outlines above, which grip sounds easier? If you said 
matched grip, you’re correct!  Matched grip allows you to hold the stick the same way 
with both hands, while letting the stick move freely and rebound back after striking a 
drum. This allows you to use your bodies natural motion and physics in the same way 
with both your right and left hand.  


Although it is advised to learn both grips, you should focus on matched grip since 
it is quicker and easier to develop. This is very important for you and your 

students since they will receive the “instant gratification” they’re seeking. This 
will allow them to self-motivate, which is key to learning any instrument.  

HOW TO HOLD THE STICK - MATCHED GRIP. 
• Hold the stick primary between thumb and index fingers.


•Place stick on first digit (1st crease down from nail), 
and hold in place with thumb.





•Hold stick loosely, as if thumb and finger are a door 
hinge and the stick is the door.





•Wrap the rest of your fingers loosely around the 
stick to use as a guide. This will make sure your stick 
moves upwards and downwards.




•With the correct grip outlined above, relax your arms 
to your side, then bend from your elbows to bring 
your wrist and hands to about waist height. 


• Notice your hand placement. Palms should be at about a 45 degree angle, 
and each knuckle should progressively be lower than the next - starting from 
your index, and working down to your pinky knuckle. 


• Moving your wrist up and down, allow the tip of the stick to make contact with the 
drum or practice pad.  Stay relaxed, and let the stick bounce back up to its 
starting point. 

• If you drop your stick - GREAT! That means you’re relaxed, and that’s what 

you want. 

• Don’t bury the tip of the stick into the drum or practice pad - that means you 

are stopping your natural motion, only to restart it to bring the stick back up to 
its original playing position. 


THE NATURAL MOTION - Letting your body move the way it was designed to do = 
less effort! 

• Having your hand placement correct (palms at 45 degree as mentioned above) 
allows you to use your wrist in the way it was intended to move (up and down)


• Keep your shoulders relaxed, and let your elbows sit at your side.  Notice there is 
one straight line going from your shoulder to your elbow, through arms/hands/
wrist, and down the stick. This allows the stick to be an extension of our arm, and 
means we can make natural movements to play the drums.


The key to technique is staying relaxed - this allows us to have the stick do the majority 
of the work, which makes our motions most effective while reducing the risk of injury 
caused by tense un-natural movements. 




Playing the Drum Set 
Although the percussion family is one of the oldest group of instruments, the drum set 
is a fairly modern one. Early stages of the drum set date back to the early 1900s, but 
didn’t take to its current form until the 1930s. This current design consists of a bass 
drum played with a pedal, snare drum, various sized and pitched toms, as well as 
cymbals.  It requires the player to use both fine and gross motor skills, and all four 
limbs independently from one another to create a unified rhythm. Sounds a bit 
overwhelming, doesn’t it?  Well, it isn’t. In fact, we’re going to relate it to something you 
do everyday - walking. 


Below is a picture of a standard four-piece drum set  

use this as a visual aide for how to setup your drum set correctly (more on that in section 5), and to help identify 

each part of the drum set. 


 



Creating a solid foundation. 

• Start by alternating between playing your right foot (on the bass drum pedal) and 
left foot (hi-hat pedal), as if you are walking but sitting down. Make sure to keep it 
at a moderate to slow tempo.  Alternating between playing your right and left feet 
has you play the bass drum on beats 1,3, while the Hi-Hat is on 2,4. Make sure to 
start the pattern with the right foot, so the bass drum and hi-hat are played on the 
right beat(s). 


• As you continue with your feet, play the ride cymbal with your right hand, and the 
snare drum with your left hand. Your right foot/hand should play at the same time, 
then your left foot/hand should play at the same time. With this pattern, you are 
playing the ride/bass drum on 1,3, while the Hi-Hat/snare are on 2,4. You’re now 
engaging all four limbs, but by alternating back and forth between the right and 
left side of your body your brain only needs to focus on two tasks - telling the 
right hand/foot to play, or the left hand/foot to play. 


• Once this is played and is consistent, it’s time to make it more like an actual drum 
beat.  Still play the right foot/hand on 1,3, left foot/hand on 2,4 but this time add 
the right hand on the ride cymbal on 2,4.  This has you play the pattern of right 
foot/hand on 1,3, then both hands and left foot on 2,4. 


Not only did you play your first drum beat, you used all four limbs to create it. This is 
important because it helps develop the dexterity that is needed to play more advanced 
rhythms and grooves. The groove played had quarter notes on the ride cymbal, the 
bass drum on 1,3, and the snare/hi-hat on 2,4. 




If you want to challenge yourself, now play the bass drum on all 4 beats.  Just like 
before start with just your feet - right foot, then both feet.  This allows you to play the 
bass drum by itself on 1,3, and both feet on 2,4.  Next add the hands, but this time try 
to play the right hand with the right foot, then both hands when you play both feet.  
Make sure you keep your pace at a moderate to slow tempo so you give yourself 
enough time to process when each limb plays. 


Next step is to play eighth notes with the right hand.  Remember when it was 
mentioned to play at a moderate to slow tempo?  This is to not only to give yourself 
enough time to execute the exercises correctly, but to also make it easier to add to the 
exercises.  By keeping everything at the same tempo, the brain is retaining the 
procedural pattern used to play the rhythms correctly - thus creating the effect of 
“muscle memory.” The term “muscle memory” is just a term used for motor learning - a 
procedural memory that helps you learn specific motor functions through repetition. 
The more you repeat/play the functions, the more you develop the procedural memory, 
thus allowing you to perform the task without conscious effort. Your brain is not 
interpreting each exercise as a separate one, but as one continuous exercise. This is 
how you create a solid foundation, and is key to learning how to play the drums 
efficiently. 


Coordination - using familiar/everyday motions to your advantage. 
How many times have you, or your student(s) used being un-coordinated as an excuse 
as to why a task can’t be completed? This argument can be valid, but also shows there 
was little to no procedural memory learned to execute said task.  Whether it’s solving a 
math problem, connecting the dots from one historic event to another, catching a ball, 
or playing an instrument, almost everything has a procedural pattern.


Brain Science shows we are wired in a way to recognize and process familiar situations 
from a young age, which is why we want to relate playing the drums to familiar tasks 
and movements. By combining that with the learning foundation outlined above, you 
can develop the coordination (“muscle memory”, motor memory, procedural memory) 
needed play the drums. 




In the creating a solid foundation section, we discussed relating playing the drums to 
walking. When you walk, you have a consistent speed - it’s unique to you, and may 
differ from the walking speeds of others. By relating walking to playing the drums, you 
can take the unfamiliar (playing the drums) and relate it to something familiar (walking).  
You move more than just your legs when walking - there’s a sway in your arms, and 
your entire body is in motion.  When you play the drums, your entire body is in motion, 
working together in a similar fashion.


So, where do you go from here?  You have connected playing the drums to a familiar 
task, but now you need to build off of that foundation.  You can do so with the 
following:


1. Relating drumming to walking to determine which movements to use.

2. Connecting the limbs on your right side, and the limbs on your left side by 

playing them at the same time (right foot/hand, left foot/hand).

3. Playing cross-bodied limbs at the same time (left foot/both hands, right foot/

both hands, etc) to expand on the coordination needed.

4. Adding to the pattern - taking a quarter note driven beat, and adding the 

additional 8th notes with the right hand.  You’re still playing the same drum 
beats, but making a slight alteration.


5. Repetition - become comfortable with the motions by practicing the 
patterns. This will eventually allow you to execute what your right hand, left 
hand, and left foot play without conscious effort which will allow you to focus 
on various pattern with the right foot to create different drum beats. 


Following the guidelines above will allow you to improve on the cognitive skills needed 
to learn and retain how to play the drums, while reducing stress, frustration, and 
anxiety. 


Effective Practice 
You have heard the saying “Practice makes perfect” but why is that the saying when 
we want someone improve at something?  Practice does not make perfect - in fact, if 
you practice something incorrectly, you will still execute it incorrectly. Now if 
corrections need to be made, you need to un-learn what is incorrect in order to 
execute the task correctly and move forward in your studies. Practice does not make 
perfect, it makes permanent. 


So, how do you practice the drums efficiently to make everything permanent? Simple, 
by taking your time, slowing down, and being patient. This can be easier said than 
done, especially since you are in a society that is fast pace, on-demand, and changing 
at a rate that’s faster than ever before. A way to help with this is by showing yourself 
that taking time, slowing down, and being patient can help you learn how to play the 
drums quicker than watching a 60-second Instagram video showing off some fancy 
drum fill. 




In the Playing the Drum Set section, we discussed the steps you should take in order 
to play a drum beat.  This includes building a solid foundation by relating playing the 
drums to a familiar task, working at a moderate to slow tempo, then adding to 
procedural pattern one task at a time. This allows you to break-down the big task 
(playing a drum beat) into smaller ones that your brain can comprehend and execute 
fairly quickly. 


But what happens when that doesn’t work?  How do you advance when things aren’t 
coming together like they did before? Better yet - what do you do if you don’t own a 
drum set? In this section we will discuss how to practice efficiently, even if you don’t 
have equipment, why some tasks are harder than others (and how to figure them out), 
and why you want to slow down when it comes to playing. 


Practicing without equipment - How to do it, and why. 
Let’s say your teaching a general and/or instrumental music class.  In most cases you 
see a particular class only 1 day a week for 1 class period.  Although class periods vary 
by school, let’s say in this case your class periods are forty-five minutes in length. 


The state of Pennsylvania requires students enrolled in public school to be present for 
at least 180 school days - so let’s say your District has the students in school for 181. 


181 days ÷ 5 days in week = 36.2 weeks

36.2 weeks X 45 (class time) = 1629 minutes


1629 minutes ÷ 60 (minutes in an hour) = 27.15


You see one class for only 27.15 hours in one school calendar-year - that is if you saw 
the class 1 day a week for every week school is in session.  This doesn’t includes days 

off for holidays, inclement weather, class-trips, etc. 


Unless you or your student(s) are extremely proficient, it is going to be very difficult to 
develop skills in roughly 27 hours - that’s if you actually work on one particular task for 
the entire class period (more on that later). In order to give you and your students more 
time, you must practice outside the classroom - something that can be done without 
equipment. 


You can practice the drum patterns of various drum beats anywhere, as long as you’re 
sitting down:


1. While sitting down, place your feet apart as if you’re sitting at a drum set.  
Tapping your right foot on the ground is playing the bass drum, and tapping 
your left foot is playing the hi-hat. 


2. Play your right hand on your right lap (ride cymbal), and left hand on your left lap 
(snare drum).  You can now play your exercises using environmental and body 
percussion.  If you want, play one of your hands on a different surface (table, 
desk, etc) to have different sounds between your right and left hands. 


This gives you the opportunity to practice developing the procedural pattern(s) 
(“muscle memory”) without the need of a drum set. This is important to the cognitive 



development needed since you can practice whenever you feel.  This also allows you/
your student to practice along if it isn’t your/their turn on the drum set. Identifying that 
equipment isn’t necessary allows you and your students to always be engaged in the 
lesson. When it comes time to sit down on the drum set, there is already a familiarity 
with the procedural pattern, allowing your brain to focus less on that, and more on 
processing the sounds your are hearing from the drum set. 


Why are some things harder than others?!? 
You have been working on playing the drums for a while now. At first, everything was 
developing fairly quickly and you advancing through each challenge with little to no 
error.  All of a sudden you hit a wall, and you can’t get over it. If the task has a similar 
difficultly level as the others, why is this happening?


Although the answer will vary with each task, they all have a similar answer - the task 
at hand is unfamiliar.  You might be able to play eighth notes on the ride cymbal (right 
hand) with the snare drum and hi-hat on 2,4 (left foot/hand) and the bass drum on 1&, 
3& (right foot) as seen below.


Why does it become difficult if you shift the bass drum to 1, &of 2, 3 & of 4?


In this case you have practice playing with eighth note subdivisions, but you’re playing 
two consecutive notes only when the 1st note is played on a downbeat.  As soon as 
you shift and have two consecutive notes starting on an upbeat, it’s unfamiliar to you 
both physically and aurally.


You need to break down the groove like you did in building a foundation. This time, 
however, you will break it down beat by beat - Like the beat below  




This allows you to identify each beat number, then piece it all together. You are now 
practicing and hearing the changes to improve on the necessary motor and cognitive 
skills needed to execute the new rhythms correctly. 


Attempting to run before you crawl - why this is detrimental and how to correct it. 
Everyone has a favorite band, most of which have a drummer. You have listened to 
various recordings, seen them live, and even watched a few videos on YouTube.  Now 
you have a drum set, and you immediately try to play what they play.  Were you able to, 
or did you become overwhelmed and just randomly hit various parts of the set?  Or 
maybe you have been playing for a few months, know a couple rhythms, and you’re 
ready to imitate your favorite Instagram drummer who just uploaded a video playing a 
sixteenth-note triplet drum fill. Did it work? Can you execute the fill just like they did, or 
is it slow and sloppy?  All of those scenarios are examples of what I like to say is 
“attempting to run before you crawl.” 


Everyone wants to play fast - it’s awesome! Challenging fills with speed and accuracy 
are impressive, so who wouldn’t want to impress others with their abilities on the drum 
set?! You will get there, but you need to make sure you’re creating that solid 
foundation, and practicing efficiently to develop the initial skills required that will help 
with your execution of challenging drum ideas. If you don’t, you will find yourself 
learning by rote by only listening and imitating.  That is okay when you first learn, it’s 
what we do with anything new in life, but trying to learn challenging beats/fills without 
understanding both physically and mentally how to play the idea will result in 
frustration, or even failure. 


If you find yourself doing this, it’s okay - but make sure you correct this before it 
becomes a barrier you can’t get over. Continue to relate what you’re trying to play to 
something you’re already familiar with musically. Slow it down in your mind, use the 
tools outlined in the effective practice section, even attempt to write it out to have a 
visual. This will help you connect the dots, and aide with learning the new, yet 
challenging idea. 


Music is a language - it’s a way to communicate.  Make sure you’re creating your own 
voice, and not walking around repeating what others already said as if you are a parrot. 
That gets old and mundane quickly, and you want to keep learning new ideas to 
advance your capabilities on the drum set. 




Relation to General Music 
We have covered all that is necessary to help you teach drum set (technique, how to 
play the drum set, and how to effectively practice), but how do you connect it to the 
curricular units of a general music classroom?  In this section we will review all the 
topics covered in K-12 general music that relate to rhythmic theory, and how you can 
use the drum set to teach them. 


Reading the School District of Philadelphia’s Curricular Units, the following units are 
rhythmic based.  Starting in kindergarten and eventually working up to twelfth grade, all 
topics covered are carried to the next grade level along with additional units that will 
expand students knowledge of music. 


Kindergarden

• Create a steady beat to accompany variety of songs 
   - Have a student sit on the drum set and play a steady beat with the bass 

drum (right foot). The other students can pat a steady beat on their laps 

   - When teaching rests (what beats to play and not to play), have the 

student play the bass drum (right foot) on beats to play, and hi-hat (left foot) on 

“resting” beats. The other students can pat on their laps using their palms for 

beats to play, and the back of their hands for “resting” beats.  

  •  Echo simple rhythmic patterns with class and alone using percussion/
drums 

   - Play each part of the drum set individually, and have the students identify 

characteristics of each drum/cymbal including pitch, volume, sustain (short, or 

long), feeling/mood (used for fast or slow movements).  

    - Have students create their own drum set sounds using body 

percussion 

   - With one student on the drum set, and the others using body percussion, 

create simple rhythmic patterns the class and individual students can play.  



• Read icons that represent the quarter and eighth notes 
   - Music notation, and symbols/icons 

  - Identify 4 beats in a measure and explain the relation between  

    quarter and eighth notes to the measure.  

    - For music notation, use quarter notes and eighth notes (grouped  

     as two) 

    - For symbols - be creative!  Find items that would interest your  

    students, and use items where their syllables match the beat  

      (clock = quarter, candy = eighth).  

    - Drum Rudiments - The flam and the drag 

  •  Respond to beat by clapping, walking, marching, hopping and running in 
place 

   - Student or teacher plays beat, class responds (both on the drum set and 

body percussion) 

   -Reverse the exercise, respond to the movement by playing a beat 

  •  Improvise simple rhythmic accompaniments by using a variety of sounds 
   -Although improvising, limit to topics/rhythms/note values covered. This 

will give the student boundaries to reduce anxiety/feeling of being overwhelmed.  

   - Ex: rhythmic pattern 1& 2 3& 4 = Candy, Clock, Candy, Clock. Use the 

bass drum for the 8th notes (candy), and the snare for quarter notes (clock). You 

and your students are now playing the foundation of a basic rock beat.  

  •  Play easy rhythmic, melodic, harmonic ostinati to accompany a variety of 
chants, poems and songs 

   - Give the students an ostinanto to copy using one or two different sounds. 

Relate the sounds to the body percussion/parts of the drum set you identified 

earlier.  

   -Take the improvised accompaniments from above and apply to performed 

chants, poems and songs 



   -Have students identify how each rhythm relates to a feeling/mood 

  • Create a rhythm section using parts of the body, voice, or instrument  

1st Grade
  • Identify pattern for simple forms (AB and ABA | Same/Different)  
   - Vary parts of the drum set by having the student move one sound from 

one part of the drum set to another between each section.  

   - Vary 1 pattern (bass drum, snare drum, etc) for each section. 

2nd Grade
  • Play simple rhythms (steady beat) in duple and triple meter to accompany 

variety of chants, songs, etc. 
   - For duple meter, use patterns that alternate between bass drum and  

 snare drum.  

   - For triple meter, use patterns that alternate between cymbal/hi-hat and  

 snare drum 

  • Explore even and uneven rhythm patterns through movement.  
   -Take it one step further by creating sequential drum patterns around the  

 drum set for each rhythmic pattern (eventually can be used as drum fills!). 
 - Walking, skipping, etc. 

  • Recognize the half, quarter, eighth notes and rests by name. 
   - Build off the curricular unit from kindergarten with quarter and eighth  

 notes. Take drum beat #1 from the drum beat handout and notate it so  

 you/your student(s) play the ride cymbal with both quarter notes and  

 eighth notes. Write the bass drum on beats 1,3 with half note (keep in  

 mind non-pitched percussion is just a singular tap for half or whole note.) 

   - Use rests to start and stop beats, or to limit space for drum fills (ex - half  

 note  rest 1,2 - create a rhythm for beat 3 and 4). 



   - Drum Rudiments - Paradiddle 

3rd Grade
  • Use “call and response” to develop the ability to sing and play 

instruments alone and with others. 
   - Great for creating drum fills, or rhythms between the bass drum and  

 snare.  

  • Recognize quarter, eighth, half, and dotted-half notes and rests by name.  
   - Build off of unit(s) from prior years.  Have your students identify note  

 values from various drum rhythms (ex. Rock beat 1 8th note on cymbal,  

 quarter note on snare, half note on kick). 

   - dotted-half notes can be used for duration of fills - which were created  

 when improvising rhythms in earlier curricular unit(s) 

  • Create answers to unfinished phrases by singing, playing, moving  
 - Students should be able to sing drum ideas! 

    - Both rhythmically and tonally (to identify different parts of drum set 

  and see patterns between instruments) 

    - This also helps makes the connection between mental ideas and  

  physically executing them (procedural memory). 

4th Grade
  • Recognize quarter, eighth, half, dotted-half, whole, sixteenth notes and 

rests by name 
   -Build off of unit(s) from prior years. Have your students identify note  

 values from various drum rhythms 

   - whole note = crash on beat 1! 

   - sixteenth notes can be played on hi-hat with drum rhythms. Have   

 students identify how it changes the feel of the beat, pair it with   

 movements, feelings, etc 



   - Drum Rudiments - Flam tap, Single Paradiddle, Double Paradiddle,  

    Triple Paradiddle, 5 stroke roll, 7 stroke roll, 9 stoke  

    roll, 17 stroke roll 
• Create variations in tempo, timbre, dynamics, and phrasing 
 -Have students identify what happens musically when we adjust -   

 especially when we change note value with right hand on hi-hat or ride  

 (quarter note to 8th or 16th).  

   

  • Improvise or compose short songs, instrumental pieces, etc. using a 
variety of sound sources  
 - Give guidelines to use notes/rhythms, forms (AB, ABA, call and   

 response, etc) already covered 

   - Hint at changing just 1 part of rhythm to help with form changes 

5th Grade
  • Play ostinanati in duple and triple meter to accompany songs 

representing diverse genres, styles and cultures 
   - Building off of the unit from kindergarten, introduce ostinanati in triple  

 meter, and identity with movements to help with pule/tempo. This time,  

 discuss how the snare placement for both duple and triple helps sets the  

 rhythm(s).  

  • Recognize quarter, eighth, half, dotted-half, whole, dotted quarter, 
sixteenth notes and rests by name (sound/silence) 

   - Discuss how the addition/subtraction changes rhythm(s), and how it  

 helps change the feel of the beats played.   

   - Drum rudiments - 11 stroke roll, 13 stroke roll, 15 stroke roll,  

  • Demonstrate reading of music notation through playing drum set/
percussion 

   - Students have identified various note/rest values from drum beats. They  

 have created their own fills, beats, etc. Now they will identify the various  



 parts of the drum set on the staff, what note value is played on each drum  

 (ex - 8th on ride/hi-hat, quarter on snare, etc). 

    

   
  • Explore styles of varied repertoire (classical, folk, rock, country, rap) 

 - Have students create or identify beats/patterns that fit with each genre 

    (ex. 16th notes on hi-hat = disco. 8th notes only on up beats =  

  dance/electronic. 8th notes = rock. 8th/2 16th = slow rock, etc). 

  • Use traditional and non-traditional notation as a means of retaining 
musical ideas 
 - Music notation (built off of units identifying all notes!) 
 - Tabs (to help with form of songs and to see/hear what other instruments  

 are playing 
 - Charts to help with form(s) of songs. 

6th Grade
  • Improvise rhythmic and harmonic accompaniments to class songs and 

recorded music 
 - Have students LISTEN to music first, in its entirety, to hear song   

 structure/form - Perfect for “do-now” or to transition into class 
  Allows students to chart song, which allows them to learn the  

  song faster, and focus more on improvising/creating!!! 

  • Relate musical examples to the historical and cultural contexts in which 
they were created 
 -Turn it into a history lesson!  Collaborate with History teachers to   

 cover genres that connect to their lessons. 
 - Have students identify how genre(s) influenced some of their favorite  

 artists 



   - Have students play, create, identify various drum rhythms/beats for styles 

 of music that tie to lessons 

   

  • Conduct music in duple and triple meters  
 - Have students PLAY in duple and triple meter as well!  

    - Snare drum on 2,4 

    - Snare on 4 (in 6/8), or 4,10 (in 12/4 

   - Have students MOVE in duple and triple meter 

    - Duple = stomp, clap 

    - Triple = stomp, clap, clap 

    

  • Arrange simple pieces for voices and instruments  
 - Basic “Modern Band” pieces using the following 
  -Guitar Tabs, Charts, Music Notation 
 - Have students identify forms, structures, etc.  

7th Grade
 ***SAME TOPICS COVERED IN 6th GRADE***

8th Grade
  • Play, in classroom groups or performing ensembles, music of diverse 

genres, styles and cultures with expression appropriate to the work 
performed 

   - Break the class into bands, have them learn different songs, then   

 perform a concert for one another 

  • Demonstrate knowledge of music notation and terminology through 
singing, playing, and listening  
 - LISTENING IS NUMBER 1!!! 
  -Allows students to create chart of song 



 - Singing (yes - even “drummers”) parts, rhythms, fills, etc 
 - Play it - “If you can sing it, you can play it” 

   
  • Read and perform rhythm patterns including whole notes, quarter notes, 

eighth notes, sixteenth notes, dotted quarter and eighth notes in 4/4, ¾, 6/8  
 -Students who are accelerating quickly - challenge them by having   

 them use knowledge learned from reading meters above to    

 determine how to read 5/4, 6/4, 12/8, ⅞, meters. 

  • Compose short pieces and accompaniments within specific guidelines 
demonstrating how the elements of music are used to achieve unity and 
variety, tension and release, and balance 

   - YES, DRUMMERS CAN DO THIS TOO! Have them create a piece  

 following guidelines involving form/structure, changing rhythms, creating  

 ideas while using an anchor to help with soloing 

9-12th Grade 
  • Use specific music compositional techniques to create works in various 

styles and forms  

  • Use standard symbols to notate meter, rhythm, pitch and dynamics in 

simple patterns dictated by teachers 



Setting Up/Maintaining The Drum set 
Teaching how to play the drum set is only part of the lesson, you also need to set it up 
properly, and maintain it. Drums are played by striking them with sticks, and physical 
wear and tear will happen.  In this section, we will go over how to setup the drum set 
properly, and how to maintain your drum set. 


I just bought/received a drum set, now what?!? 
Most drum sets arrive in a box or two, depending on size. Unless you receive a brand 
new professional level drum set or a used set, there will be some minor assembly 
required.  Most of the time the assembly is applying the drum heads (included with the 
set), and minor hardware assembly like tom mounts or floor tom legs. You can 
successfully setup a drum set following the instructions below.


1. Unbox the set, and lay all drums out.

	 - Usually smaller drums (rack toms, snare drums) will be fully assembled. Larger 	
	 drums (floor toms and bass drums) most likely will need you to install hoops, 	
	 drum heads, and tension rods. 

	 - Small boxes and/or bags will have tension rods, bass drum claws, and a drum 	
	 key. The longest tension rods are for bass drum (and the bass drum claws), and 	
	 shorter tension rods will be for rack/floor toms, and snare (usually all the same 	
	 size). 
2.   Install hoops and drum heads (If all drums are assembled, skip to step 3). 

- Line up the logo on the drum head with the badge on the drum on the toms/	
	 snare.  For the bass drum, place the drum head with brand logo on side of the 	
	 drum closest to the spurs (resonant side), and the other head on the batter	
	 side.

	 - Place the hoop on the drum head/drum. The hoop will rest on the outer edge 	
	 of the drum head - make sure the hoop cutouts line up with the lugs on the 	
	 drum.

	 - **IF A HANGING TOM MOUNT NEEDS TO BE INSTALLED** - line up the 	
	 cutouts of the suspension mount with lugs on the drum so the center of the 	
	 mount. Depending on location of the drum, the mount should be off to the right 	
	 or left of the logo. Place accordingly to make sure the drum badge is facing 	
	 forward.

	 - Install tension rods.

	 	 - Toms/Snare - insert tension rod though cutouts on hoops, and into the 	
	 	 lug on the drum. Finger tighten tension rods until the head of the tension 	
	 	 rod sits flush to the hoop. 

	 	 - Bass drum - insert the tension rod through a bass drum claw, then into 	
	 	 the lug on the drum. Finger tighten until enough tension is applied for the 	
	 	 claw to hold on to the hoop.

3.   Tune the drums (details in next unit of this section). 
4.   Install any additional hardware. 



4.   Setup the drum set


	 - Bass Drum

	 	 - The bass drum is the first drum to setup, and the rest of the kit will be 	
	 	 built around it. Place the drum on the floor, and have the logo drum head 	
	 	 facing away from where you will sit (on the side closest to the drum 	
	 	 spurs). 

	 	 - Adjust the spurs so they touch the floor, and are slightly angled forward. 
	 	 The front of the drum should be slightly higher than the back - this will 	
	 	 level out when you attach the bass drum pedal. 

	 	 - On the side of the bass drum that faces you, install the bass pedal by 	
	 	 placing the hoop of the drum in the middle of the pedal clamp. Tighten 	
	 	 the clamp screw until the pedal holds itself in place.

	 	 - **IF YOUR BASS DRUM HAS A TOM MOUNT CUTOUT** Insert the tom 	
	 	 mount into the cutout on the top of the drum. 

	 




	 - Drum seat/throne

	 	 - Place the drum seat behind the bass drum (side with bass pedal). Make 	
	 	 sure the seat/throne is set to a height that gives your thighs a downward 	
	 	 angle toward your knees. If your thighs are flat, or if your knee is above 	
	 	 your hip, the seat is set too low.

	 

	 - Hi-Hat stand and hi-hats

	 	 - Expand the legs of the stand so the pedal sits on the floor along with 	
	 	 the legs of the stand. 

	 	 - Screw the hi-hat rod into the base. You will see a small threaded piece 	
	 	 sitting in the middle of the inside of the base. Continue to tighten until you 
	 	 cannot turn it anymore. 

	 	 - Take the top of the hi-hat stand, and insert the rod into the middle of it.

	 	 - Place the bottom hi hat upside down (flange facing up) on to the stand, 	
	 	 so it rests on the seat of the stand.

	 	 - Add the hi-hat clutch to the top hi hat. Start off by unscrewing the 	
	 	 bottom memory lock, and removing one of the felts. Insert the clutch in 	
	 	 the center hole of the top hi-hat, then re-apply the felt, and finally 	 	
	 	 tightening the bottom memory lock to hold everything in place

	 	 - Place the top hi-hat (and clutch) onto the rod of the hi-hat stand.  

	 	 - Adjust height of the hi-hat stand so they are set at a comfortable playing 
	 	 level (higher than the snare drum)

	 	 - Pull the top hi-hat up by the clutch, so there’s a small space between 	
	 	 the two cymbals. Lock it into place by turning the t-rod until it holds in 	
	 	 place. Now the hi-hats should be apart, and together when you press 	
	 	 down on the pedal

	 	 - Sitting on the drum throne with your feet shoulder width apart and your 	
	 	 right foot on the bass drum pedal, place your hi-hat pedal where the left 	
	 	 foot rests naturally. 

	 

	 - Snare drum

	 	 - Place the snare drum onto the snare stand. Make sure the three arms of 
	 	 the snare basket are resting on flat portions of the hoop. They should not 	
	 	 sit on the snare throw off/butt plate, or on a hoop flange/tension rod. 

	 	 - Make sure the snare throw off is in a position that is out of the way, 	
	 	 usually off to the left so it sits under the hi-hat is best. 

	 	 - Place the snare drum (and stand) between the hi-hat and bass drum 	
	 	 pedals.

	 	 - Adjust the height of the snare so the top head sits slightly higher than 	
	 	 your thighs (again, hi-hats should be higher than your snare). 

	 

	 


	 




	 - Rack Toms

	 	 - **If the bass drum does not have a tom mount, attach one to the cymbal 
	 	 stand closest to the hi-hat** 
	 	 - Place the tom on to the tom mount, and tighten the tom mount so it 	
	 	 holds the drum in place. Make sure the badge is facing away from you, 	
	 	 and that the badge is upward. 

	 	 - Adjust the height of the tom mount so the tom sits slightly higher than 	
	 	 the snare drum.

	 	 - Angle the tom so the top head sits at around a 45 degree angle.  The 	
	 	 tom heads should not be parallel to the floor, and should not be facing 	
	 	 you. 

	 

	 - Floor Toms

	 	 - Insert the three floor tom legs into the brackets mounted to the drum 	
	 	 shell.  The brackets should be on the bottom of the drum. 

	 	 - Adjust the height of the drum so it’s the same or slightly lower than the 	
	 	 snare. The drum could be flat, or slightly angled towards you.

	 	 - Place the floor tom to the right of the bass pedal and in line with the 	
	 	 snare drum. 

	 

	 - Ride cymbal and stand

	 	 - Expand the legs of the stand until their wide enough to support the 	
	 	 cymbal. Place the stand to the right of the bass drum.

	 	 - If the stand is a boom stand, loosen the top adjuster so the arm can be 	
	 	 removed from the stand. Adjust the top so that arm holds the ride cymbal 
	 	 over the bass drum. Make sure the arm is on an upward incline, so the 	
	 	 ride cymbal clears the stand and bass drum. 

	 	 - Unscrew the wing nut, remove the top felt, and place the cymbal on 	
	 	 stand. Reapply the felt, and wing nut.  Make sure to not over tighten the 	
	 	 wing nut, the cymbal should move freely after striking with stick!

	 	 - Adjust the height of the stand until the cymbal is same height, or slightly 
	 	 lower than the rack tom.  If you have two rack toms, make sure cymbal 	
	 	 sits higher than the rack toms. 

	 	 

	 - Crash Cymbal and stand

	 	 - Like the ride cymbal stand, expand the legs until their wide enough to 	 	
	 	 support the cymbal. 

	 	 - Adjust the heigh of the stand so the top of stand is around face level. 

	 	 - Unscrew the wing nut, remove the top felt, and place the cymbal on the 	
	 	 stand. Reapply the felt and wing nut. Again, make sure to not over tighten 	
	 	 the wing nut, so the cymbal moves freely after striking with a stick. 

	 	 - If you have 1 cymbal, place the stand in the small space between the 	 	
	 	 rack tom and hi-hat stand. If you have a 2nd crash, place the stand to the 	
	 	 right of the ride cymbal stand. 

	 	 - Angle the cymbal so the surface of the cymbal is at around a 45 degree 	
	 	 angle. Make sure the cymbal is not flat, or facing away from you. 

	 	 - Re-adjust the hight of the cymbals so they’re at a comfortable playing 	 	
	 	 height. They should be at highest portion of your drum set.  



Tuning the drum set.  
Like any instrument, the drum is tuned after it is fully assembled.  The tone of the drum 
is created by striking the drum head with a stick. The force distributes through 	 	
the top head (batter - creating the drum attack tone), into the shell, only to subside 
resonating through the lower drum head (resonant - creating majority of drum tone). In 
order to get a clean tone, tune both the top and bottom head using the following 
patterns:


1. Start with the lower head (the resonant head), and make sure all tension rods are 
finger tighten.  With a drum key, do 1/2 turn of the drum key at each tension rod, 
following the pattern outlined above. Make sure the top head is muted by resting it 
on a soft surface.


2. Make sure there are no wrinkles in the head. If there are, tighten the tension rod 
closest to the wrinkle. Tap with your finger on the drum head at the first tension rod 
point to see if a tone is produced.  If not, do another 1/2 turn at each tension rod. 


3. Press firmly on the center of the head, as if you’re giving CPR. You will hear 
cracking which is perfectly fine. The drum head is seating to the bearing edge. 
Notice tapping on the drum head at any tension rod point will produce a lower tone 
than before. Adjust with a 1/4 or possibly a 1/2 turn at each point to raise the pitch 
back to where it was before seating the head. 




4. Once a clean tone is created, tap the drum head at each tension rod to make sure 
the same pitch is created at each point.  Make minor turn adjustments with the 
drum key until each point has the same pitch.


5. Repeat steps 1-4 with the top head, but make the top head the same pitch, or 
lower than the bottom head. Make sure the bottom head is muted by resting it on a 
soft surface.


	 If you strike the drum and hear:	 

• Growl - Not all tension rod points are producing the same pitch on the 

top and/or bottom head. Re-check each point on each side to make sure 
the pitches match


• Bend/Dip - Your top head is higher pitched than your lower. The force 
from striking the drum is activating the top head (higher pitched), then 
subsiding in the lower head (lower pitched) causing a bend in tone. 
Adjust by lowering the pitch of the top head.


• Long sustain/hum - sustain is a good thing, but a long hum is not. Most 
likely your bottom head is too high pitched. Drop the pitch of the bottom 
head.	 	 


 6.  Repeat steps 1-4 with the bass drum. If the drum sounds too “boomy” or open, 	
	 you can muffle it by placing foam, pillow, blanket, etc into the drum.

 7.  For the snare drum, make the bottom head table top tight to get a tight, snappy 	
	 response from the snare wires. 

 8.  Tune the top head of the snare like the toms - starting from one tension rod and 
following the chart above. Snare drum tuning is completely up to your taste. 

 9.  After getting the snare to your desired pitch/tone, adjust the snare wires by turning 
the tension dial of the throw off until the snare wires are responsive without sounding 
choked out. 


When tuning drums, start with the largest tom, and work your way to the smallest.  
Toms are usually tuned in perfect 4th and/or major 3rd intervals. Replace your batter 
drum heads as soon as they become pitted/dented, and your bottom heads after your 
drum tone becomes dull.


Hardware and Cymbal Care 
Although you should care for every part of your drum set, caring for hardware and 
cymbals will prolong the life of them. Most wear and tear occurs from setting up and 
taking down the drum set. Following these basic procedures to help reduce wear and 
tear, or damage of your equipment:

1. Take the drum set down in the opposite order your set it up in. Start by taking 

cymbals/hi-hats off of stands, collapsing cymbal/hi-hat stands, take toms/snare off, 
remove the legs from the floor tom, the bass drum pedal off the drum, and finally 
fold the spurs back to the sides of the bass drum.


2. When removing cymbals from the stands, make sure plastic washer/sleeve and 
both felts are counted for before putting the stand away. Losing any of those pieces 
will result in your cymbal cracking due to the contact of the metal stand to the 
inside of the cymbal.




3. If your stands do not have memory locks, fully collapse the stands to their shortest 
length. 


4. Remove the top of the hi-hat stand from the base.  Place the hi-hat clutch at the 
top of the rod, unscrew the rod from the base, then remove the top half of the stand 
from the base.  This will keep the rod inside the top of the stand, and prevent any 
damage (bending) when packed away. 


5. For your cymbals - immediately place them in a cymbal bag after removing them 
from their stands. This will prevent the possibility of dropping them, accidentally 
stepping on them, etc. 


6. For your drums, It’s always best to place them bottom side down on a flat surface 
after taking them down. Always remove any dust/dirt from the drums (and 
hardware/cymbals) to reduce rust/pitting of hardware and/or fading damage to the 
finish. 


Although we strike drums with sticks to make music, following the basic maintenance 
recommendations outlined above will prolong your drum set. 




Teaching Tools 
The following teaching tools will help you with teaching drum set, which includes a 
sheet of twelve common drum beats with multiple hi-hat and ride cymbal variations, 
the Percussive Arts Society’s 40 Essential Drum Rudiments, a guide to reading drum 
notation, and finally how to chart a song for quick learning. 


Reading Traditional Drum Notation 
The following guide shows where each part of the drum set is written on a staff. 


- Cymbals have an “x” note head.

- Drum note heads are standard ovals 

- The drum set is written as highest (smallest drum) pitched, down to the lowest 

(largest drum) pitched as well as where the piece is located on the set (cymbals are 
highest, followed by rack toms, snare, floor tom, bass drum). 




Reading Non-Traditional Drum Notation 
The following grid can be used to create a visual for students who may have difficulty 
reading traditional drum notation.  

- Place little icons for each drum/cymbal throughout the grid to create drum beats. 
This is the same grid you can use during the curricular units.


Charting a song (See example of a chart in the handouts provided with this book).

One way to learn a song quickly and effectively is to chart the song. By charting, you’re 
creating a guide that outlines the structure of the song. 

1. Start off by listening and identifying the sections of the song (Intro, Verse I, Pre-

Chorus, Chorus I, Verse II, etc). 

2. Identify how many measures in each section, usually following the rhythm guitar 

melody (ex. If the melody is 4 measures long, but there are 8 measures in the 
section, put 4+4). For sections where there are no drums, place the numbers in 
parenthesis.


3. Once sections and length are identified, listen again. This time identify what drum 
beats are played in each section, if any drum fills are played, take note of any 
stops/hits, etc.


Now you have a guide that you can follow as a resource for structure, what to play, and 
when to play.  

1 & 2 & 3 & 4 &

Cymbal

Snare

Bass



Recommendations 
Drum Sticks 
They come in various sizes/lengths, have different tips, tapers, and even are made of 
different wood species. With countless stick companies, all who provide countless 
options, here are a few choices for you and your students:


1. Vic Firth 5A - The industry standard. Not too big, not too small, acorn style tip, 
and perfect for any style of music


2. Vic Firth 5A barrel - for those who like the 5A stick, but want a barrel tip for more 
stick definition on cymbals


3. Vic Firth 55A - right between a 5A and 5B. 

4. Nova 5A - This is a Vic Firth factory 2nd. Perfect for a budget stick!


Drum Heads 
Like sticks, there are different companies all with large catalogs to offer. Here are a few 
options for you and your students:


- For Toms

	 	 -Bottom Head: Remo Ambassador Clear - This single ply head gives 	
	 	 an open/pure tone. 

	 	 - Top Head: Remo Ambassador Coated - Single ply with a coating to 	
	 	 	          warm up the tone. if you want an open/live tone. Ideal for jazz 
	 	 	          and light hitting

	 	 	          Remo Emperor Coated  - Double ply with a coating. More 	
	 	 	          controlled warm tone compared to a single ply head. Ideal if 	
	 	 	          you need a versatile head and hit hard

        - For Snare

	 	 -Bottom Head: Remo Ambassador Hazy (Snare-Side) - Single ply hazy 	
	 	 	 	    head. Designed to get ideal response from snare wires. 

                     -Top Head: Remo Ambassador Coated - Single ply coated head allows   
	 	 	        the drum to be open and sing. 

	 	 	        Remo Ambassador X Coated - Another single ply coated 	
	 	 	        head, but slightly thicker than an Ambassador. Great for heavy 
	 	 	        hitting, but still allows the drum to be open and sing

	 	 	        Remo P77 Coated - Double ply head, with an outer inlay ring 	
	 	       	        and a clear center dot. Great if you want a very controlled, dry     
	 	 	        snare sound

	 - For Bass Drum

	 	 -Batter Side: Remo Powerstroke P3 Clear - Single Ply head with an 	
	 	 	 	 inlay ring. Gives the drum a nice punch with an open tone. 	
	 	 	 	 Can work in any style, and very durable.

	 	 -Resonant Side: Remo Powerstroke P3 Smooth White - Same design 	
	 	 	 	      as Powersrtoke 3 clear, but smooth white.  Make sure to 	
	 	 	 	      get one without the black pinstripes around the edge of 	
	 	 	 	      the head. 




	 	 	 	      Remo Powerstroke P3 Felt Tone Fiberskyn - A 	 	
	 	 	 	      fiberskyn head that imitates the vintage drum heads, but 	
	 	 	 	      with a built in felt strip to control the tone.

	 - For Practicing: Remo Silentstroke - Perfect for a practice set, 2nd set, or if 	
	 	 	      you can’t make much noise, the silent stroke is a mesh head 	
	 	 	      that allows you to have the feel of real head, but little to no tone 
	 	 	      like a practice pad.

Drums 

- For younger kids - Ludwig Pocket Kit by Questlove - Is a complete all in 1 	
	 	 	 	  package. Small drums like a toy set, but built by Ludwig for 
	 	 	 	  durability and reliability. Drum set comes with all hardware, 	
	 	 	 	  cymbals, materials to get started. 
	 - For small/tight spaces: Ludwig Breakbeats by Questlove - This 3 piece kit is 	
	 	 	 	        great as a travel kit, or for apartment/smaller spaces. 	
	 	 	    	        Drum set comes with Remo heads right out of the box, 	
	 	 	 	        but no hardware or cymbals.

	 - Intermediate/semi-pro: Ludwig Evolution - Complete package 5 piece kit with 
	 	 	 	         Remo heads, hardware and zildjian ZBT cymbals.

	 - For well rounded - Ludwig Classic Maple - One of the most versatile drum 	
	 	 	 	 sets on the market. 7 ply maple with Remo heads in any 	
	 	 	 	 configuration of your choosing. Recommended 14X20 or 	
	 	 	 	 14X22 bass drum, 8X10 or 9X12 rack tom, 14X14 floor tom.

Cymbals 

- Affordable and durable - Zildjian ZBT - Beginner cymbals, can be 	 	
	  	 	 	 	     purchased individually or as a complete set.  	
	 	 	 	 	     They’re slightly thicker and made of B8 alloy 	
	 	 	 	 	     making them durable yet can be harsh 	 	
	 	 	 	     sounding. 

- Durable and versatile - Zildjian S Series - Intermediate cymbals, can be

	 	 	 	        purchased individually or as a complete set. Made of 	
	 	 	 	        B12 alloy, cymbals are still affordable yet have a better 	
	 	 	 	        sound than ZBT. 

-Bright and crisp - Zildjian A/A Custom - Professional level cymbals. The A 	
	 	 	          family of cymbals are bright and range from paper thin to 	
	 	 	          thick and heavy. The A family is great for your modern band, 	
	 	 	          pep band or musical.   

- Dark and rich - Zildjian K/K Custom - Professional level cymbals. The K 	
	 	 	       family of cymbals provide a dark tone that’s smooth and great 	
	 	 	       for a modern musical environment. The K family is great for 	
	 	 	       jazz band, modern band, musical, or concert band. 

-Authentic jazz - Zildjian Kerope - Professional level cymbals. The Kerope line 	
	 	 	       is part of the K family of cymbals, and are designed to replicate 
	 	 	       the sound of the cymbals used in the great jazz era (Tony 	
	 	 	       Williams, Elvin Jones, etc). 



- Practice - Zildjian L80 Low Volume - The L80 is a set of cymbals designed for 
	 	         the drummer looking for the feel of a real cymbal, but little to no 	
	 	         volume. Perfect for a practice set or environment where volume has 	
	 	         to be a minimum 

Hardware

	 - Durable yet affordable - Ludwig 400 Series 5 pack - Complete pack with 	
	 	 	 	 	     ride, cymbal, snare, hi-hat stands, bass drum 	
	 	 	 	 	     pedal. Perfect for the classroom/stage drum set.

	 - Lightweight - Ludwig Atlas Classic Hardware - Flat based and super 	 	
	 	         lightweight. Perfect for jazz and/or if you’re moving a lot of 	 	
	 	         equipment and need hardware that’s easy to transport. 

	 - Standard - Ludwig Atlas Standard - Medium weight stands that are high 	
	 	 	      functioning and reliable. Perfect if you need hardware that can 	
	 	 	      withstand moving frequently for performances, concerts, etc. 

	 - Professional - Ludwig Atlas Pro - Heavy weight stands that are designed for 	
	 	 	     high performance. Can withstand heavy hitting and frequent 	
	 	 	     travel. 

	 	 	     DW 9000 Series - Heavy weight stands that are very similar to 	
	 	 	     the Ludwig Atlas Pro series. Some stands come with “air lift” 	
	 	 	     technology, making it easy to adjust the heights of tom and 	
	 	 	     snare stands. 


Drum Thrones

Yes - this is important!  Cheap/entry level thrones usually are adjustable like a 	 	
cymbal stand, yet require a memory lock to hold the height in place.  Even though they 
have a memory lock, overtime you will begin to sink. For a durable throne that will last, 
look for one with a spiral bottom, where you will turn the throne clockwise or counter-
clockwise to adjust the height. 


	 - Durable yet affordable - Gibraltar 9600 Round Throne - This is a great 	 	
	 	 	 	          standard throne. With a spiral base, you can easy 	
	 	 	 	          adjust the height and even lock it into place with the 	
	 	 	 	          included memory lock. Seat is extremely comfortable.

	 - Comfort is a priority - Ludwig Saddle LAP50th - Like the Gibraltar 9600, but 	
	 	 	 	      with a saddle/tractor style seat.

	 	 	 	      Roc-N-Soc Spindle Throne - Like the LAP50th above, 	
	 	 	 	      but with a super plush seat with suede-esque top that is 	
	 	 	 	      one of the most comfortable seats on the market.  
	 - The Bentley of Thrones - Roc-N Soc Hydraulic - Just like the RNS spindle, 	
	 	 	 	 	 but with a hydraulic lift. Similar to a desk chair, but for 
	 	 	 	 	 your drums. 


	 	 	      



Accessories 
Big Fat Snare Drum - This great accessory allows you create the famous 70s studio 	
	 	 	    snare sound, just by placing it on the top of the drum. Perfect for 
	 	 	    your modern band playing a variety of songs that require 	 	
	 	 	    different snare sounds.

Remo Quictech Drum Key - This drum key was designed with the drum tech in mind. It 
	 	 	 	   has a magnetic insert that holds on to the tension rod - 	
	 	 	 	   making it easy to remove the tension rod without fear of 	
	 	 	 	   dropping anything. The magnet also allows you to keep it 	
	 	 	 	   on the drum and not experience any excess rattle.  Finally, 	
	 	 	 	   the key has a hex stem, allowing you to attach to a drill for 	
	 	 	 	   quick/easy removal of heads (Using a drill to apply a head 	
	 	 	 	   is NOT recommended)

Vic Firth Sound off Pads - Drum mutes that can be put on any drum set, allowing you 	
	 	 	           to reduce the volume of the drums. Perfect if you have 	
	 	    	           multiple drum sets playing simultaneously. Pair with the 	
	 	 	           Zildjian L80 low volume cymbals to turn any drum set into a 	
	 	 	           practice set instantly.

SoundBrenner Pulse - Pulse and tempo should felt felt, not heard. So why do we rely 	
	 	 	     on a non-musical noise to keep time? The SoundBrenner Pulse 	
	 	 	     is a watch-like device that vibrates, allowing you to feel the 	
	 	 	     tempo. Can be used as a stand alone item, or you  can pair it 	
	 	 	     with their free metronome app to control tempos from your 	
	 	 	     phone.  You can even create setlists, making it easy to switch 	
	 	 	     from one song tempo to another.  Perfect for your modern band, 
	 	 	     or drummer who needs help with their timing. 


Resources 
Modern Drummer - World’s Largest drum publication. Great for product reviews, 	
	 	 	 interviews, lessons, and more. moderndrummer.com

mikeslessons.com - Educator Mike Johnston’s digital drum studio, where Mike 	 	
	 	 	  provides on-demand drum lessons covering various topics. Great 	
	 	 	  for the drummer who wants to take it to the next level. 

Percussive Arts Society - The organization that created the 40 essential drum 	 	
	 	 	          rudiments. Great source for educational content and 	 	
	 	 	          resources. 

Vic Firth’s Education Resource Library - A page on their website that offers lessons 	
	 	 	 	 	           provided by some of their educational artists. 

nickcostamusic.com - My website, which provides lesson materials (coming soon!), 	
	 	 	     drum cadences, percussion pieces, and my contact info

Little Kids Rock Build A Beat - This flash webpage allows you and your students to 	
	 	 	 	        create beats by clicking squares in a grid like the one in 	
	 	 	 	        the Teaching Tools section. Great when teaching 	
	 	 	 	        students how to read non-traditional music, teaching 	
	 	 	 	        beats, or to have students work on creative and 	 	
	 	 	 	        improvisational skills. 


http://moderndrummer.com
http://mikeslessons.com
http://pas.org
http://vicfirth.com/education-resource-library/
http://nickcostamusic.com
http://www.littlekidsrock.org/flash/kidsite/games_BuildaBeat.html
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